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 SUPPLEMENTUM HELLENISTICUM (= S.H.) 1025:
 DEFINITELY GREGORY OF NAZIANZ

 < > O gV oVr t6oov TsXt8et icaKov v6oOt R'itvov

 Thus reads S.H. 1025, quoted by Epim. Hom. A 9C1 (as well as by number of etymologica and
 scholia drawing from this source2) as an example of the pronominal use of the word o.

 The Hellenistic origin of this incomplete hexameter, postulated by SCHNEIDER3, was denied by
 NAUCK4, who identified the line as Greg. Naz., carm. II, I, 34, 111 (PG 37, 1315, 5):

 vWv 5' 6 O Hv oVt T6aov ekXet iacov Mv8oOt jiivov.

 The editors of S.H., otherwise very attentive to the list of emendationes to Schneider's "anonyma"
 given by PFEIFFER mainly on the basis of NAUCK5, seem to ignore this identification, since in their
 collection the fragment quoted by the Epimerismi is included amongst the Frustula Adespota ex
 Auctoribus, without any reference to Gregory. The only parallel we can trace for this editorial
 behaviour is S.H. 1095 sup au)Xsdva (quoted by Hsch. X 1005 SCHMiDT), where the editors, after
 mentioning NAUCK's detection of wxap w-uXECva in Greg. Naz., carm. I, 2, 2, 138 (P.G. 37, 589),
 apparently suppose that Hesychius might be quoting not from Gregory but from a lost Hellenistic
 source (from which Gregory himself would then have drawn the expression). This seems to us very
 unlikely6.

 In the case of our fragment S.H. 1025, however, such a possibility is ruled out by the
 combination of the following factors:

 a) the partial paraphrase of the line given by the epimerism (see above note 3) clearly indicates
 that the quoted line began with vwv, just as it does in Gregory;

 b) Orus, the 5th-century grammarian to whom our epimerism is ascribed, quotes in his
 grammatical notes, along with the traditional Homeric lines, almost exclusively passages from the
 New Testament and from other Christian texts, including Gregory himsel.P. In our case we can be

 I Epimerismi Homerici, ed. A. R. DYCK, I, Berlin-New York 1983 (SGLG 5/1), p. 86,40-60, esp. 51-
 59: 17jgaiv?& M t6 6 ?e, dpOpov 1) moTaicrtcov cat 2) npocacTtiK6v [prob. xporaxtuc6v legendum] iGt
 3) avitcoiTO oTOS 6vtwvugviav tpitou 1pood()xo 6vaoptiKfv

 o yap 1aaortiit (A 9)

 4) dvT' TO OUIj&O-

 6 Ov ouh 6cOov TekfEt KCa1COV ?v8O0t giivov [DYCK says he <non invenito this quotation (!],
 TOUICxYtI, V6V 6* rOiTo OV 1npeXt Kac6v- 5) o 6vrf TOi3 6w

 XC1k0ETa y&p T6 ye, ldv?e;, 6 pot ytpa; 'pX-Tat 6X (A 120)-
 6) 6vr' x&o t6o

 TOiOO y&p icat xaTp6q, 8o xait xrirvipva 161et4 (6 206).
 2 An. Ox. I, p. 315, 5 and Et. Gud., p. 417, 15-16 STuRz (in both cases the editors print 6 giv pro6 go v);

 EM, p. 614, 9 GAIsFoRD; sch. Pind. 01. I, 32, 7 (ed. D. SEMITELos, Itv&ipoU oC6Xta flatpaxd, Adhina
 1875; we are quoting from TLG # D CD-Rom). Unfortunately Choerob., Epim. in Psalm 9, 14 (ed. T.
 GAISFORD, Oxford 1842) is not accessible to us.

 3 Callimachea, ed. 0. SCHNEIDER, II, Lipsiae 1873, fragm. anon. 359 (p. 782): SCHNEmER restored the
 line by filling in the missing first longum with vu3v, which was suggested to him by the partial paraphrase of

 the line given by the same epimerism: T0oUTrkn viv & roi)o gv ibndpXFt Kac6v (p. 86, 56 DYCK).
 4 A. NAUCK, Kritische Bemerkungen VII, in M6langes grdco-romains tir6s du Bulletin de l'Acad6mie

 Imp&iale des Sciences de St.-Mtersbourg, IV, St.-Petersbourg 1876, pp. 90-236: 186-187.
 5 Callimachus, ed. R. PFEiFERK, I, Oxford 1949, p. 517 (Conspectus i).
 6 NAUCK, Kritische..., pp. 184-185 shows that Gregory 4dem Lexikon des Hesychius und anderen

 byzantinischen Grammatikern eine reiche Ausbeute zugeftlhrt hat*.
 7 Epim. Hom. A 2B1 (p. 72, 47-48 DYCK: quotes Greg. Naz., or. 38, 12, 31); A 4A2 (p. 76, 43-44 DYCK:

 quotes LXX, Is. 53, 8 = Act. Ap. 8, 33); A 1 lB2 (p. 90, 39-41 DYCK: quotes Ev. Io. 18, 31 and an unidentified

 fragment that sounds unmistakably Christian: ?1ij TOi) 41)Xol) CtrVqOL).
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 sure that the quotation of the line under discussion has been introduced by Orus in the context of a

 pre-existent note: in fact, the note about the meanings of o occurs in almost identical form in
 Apollonius Sophista, where one finds all the Homeric examples given by Orus in our epimerism,

 but not the "Gregorian" line8;

 c) the variant readings in Orus' epimerism are to be regarded as changes made to the line by

 Orus himself in order to make it meet the need for an example of the pronominal use of o9: such
 changes - even if they imply, as in our case, a total alteration of sense and syntax - will be no

 surprise to those who are familiar with this kind of grammatical works.
 Thus being demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt that the Epimerismi quote from

 Gregorius, there are in our opinion no grounds whatsoever for ascribing the line to an anonymous
 Hellenistic poet.

 Pisa FilPPOMARIA PONTANI - FRANCESCA SCHLRONI

 8 Ap. Soph., Lex. p. 118, 1-5 BEKKER: 6. npotamtic6v dpOpov &io5 dpaevix&oD icai )nuotaicKnx6v
 oV8et*POi. dvti b& TOV oVto; vaveop16v "6 yap fiati XoXo0ei;" [A 9] dvTi i ToV t6 "HOtpoiCXov
 ckaioxvv o yap y pa; cni Oav6v-cv " [T 9, sic] avti &- Toi3 &6 "toio y6p xait caTp6;, 6 Kci x?7v1L?va
 d{i5?;- [8 206, sic] 'vit &6 roi3 6rTO "XS cTat ydp t6'ye- navuE;, 6 got y?pa ?pXerat dkkX." [A 120, sic].
 It is interesting to observe that in Apollonius the pronominal use of 6 (&vtie rTOU T6, whereas the epimerism
 introduces our line as an example of the use of 6 dvnt roif roU-To) is illustrated by means of a Homeric
 example (T 9).

 9 It is particularly remarkable that the change affects here the very word discussed by Orus: in fact, what

 in Gregory's line is a masculine article (6, referring to the v6oo mentioned in line 105) becomes a neuter
 pronoun (6). As for welft, its transformation into the more difficult -rOket may have been influenced by
 Orus' familiarity with epic diction.
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